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Abstract

A study of b quark fragmentation at LEP is presented using a sample of semileptonic B

decays containing a fully reconstructed charm meson. The data are compared to several

theoretical models for heavy quark fragmentation; the free parameters in these models

are �tted and the sensitivity of the model parameters to the rate of P-wave B meson

production is studied. The mean scaled energy fraction of B0 and B+ mesons has been

determined to be hxEi = 0:695� 0:006� 0:003� 0:007, where the errors are statistical,

systematic and model dependence respectively. This result is consistent with previous,

less direct measurements from inclusive leptonic B decays. Also presented is a model

independent �t to the shape of the energy distribution of weakly decaying B mesons at

LEP.
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1 Introduction

The study of b quark fragmentation may help us understand more fully hadronization e�ects

in non-perturbative QCD. From the point of view of perturbative QCD, the production of

a heavy quark from a Z0 decay is well understood. Measuring the B meson fragmentation

function should help in determining the non-perturbative contribution and test the theoretical

predictions for such e�ects [1]. The uncertainty in the b quark fragmentation is also a signi�cant

component of the error in many other heavy quark physics results which could be reduced by

a more precise measurement of the fragmentation into B hadrons in Z0 decays.

To date, most measurements of the fragmentation function have relied on the study of

inclusive B! `X decays [2, 3], where ` is either an electron or a muon. These samples provide

large statistics but have systematic limitations. With the high statistics now available at LEP,

it has become possible to identify signi�cant samples of B ! D`X or B ! D
�
`X decays [4] in

which the D or D
�
is fully reconstructed. The kinematics of the D(�)` combination constrain the

B energy more precisely than in inclusive B ! `X decays. Therefore, in the absence of large

statistics of fully reconstructed B mesons, the data samples used in this analysis are expected

to provide the most direct opportunity for studying b quark fragmentation.

In this letter we use a maximum likelihood technique to extract information on the frag-
mentation function from the observed kinematics of B! D(�)`X decays. Using this technique

the models of Peterson et al. [5], Collins and Spiller [6], Kartvelishvili et al. [7] and Lund [8] are
compared with the data. The sensitivity of the results to the fraction of B mesons originating
from excited P-wave states is investigated. We also perform a model independent �t in order to
extract the energy spectra of B0 and B+ mesons in Z0 decays and compare this with theoretical
predictions for the distribution.

Throughout this paper, charge conjugation is implicitly assumed and the symbol D(�) de-
notes either a D0, D+, D�(2010)0 or a D�(2010)+ meson. The symbol D��(B��) is used to denote
a mixture of P-wave D(B) mesons.

2 Event Selection

A complete description of the OPAL detector can be found elsewhere [9]. Most of this analysis
relies on the tracking of charged particles provided by the central detector, consisting of a silicon
microvertex detector, a precision vertex drift chamber, a large volume jet chamber and chambers

measuring the z coordinate1 of tracks as they leave the jet chamber. The central detectors are

surrounded by a magnet, outside which are electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters which
absorb and measure the energy of electrons, photons and hadrons. These are surrounded by

muon chambers.

The data used in this analysis were recorded by OPAL from 1991 to 1994. They were
collected from e+e� annihilations at centre of mass energies between 88.5 and 93.8 GeV. The

selection criteria we used for isolating hadronic Z0 decays are described elsewhere [10] and have
an e�ciency of (98:4 � 0:4)%. After data quality and detector performance requirements, the

available sample consists of 3.1 million events.
The selection of B! D`+X and B! D

�
`+X events uses kinematic and vertex information

from the decays of the B and D mesons. We consider the following �ve decay modes, D+ !

K��+�+, D0 ! K��+, D0 ! K��+�+�� and D�+ ! D0�+ where the D0 decays to K��+ or

1The OPAL coordinate system is de�ned with positive z along the e� beam direction, � and � being the
polar and azimuthal angles. The origin is taken to be the nominal interaction point.
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K��+�+�� as before. The selection is described in detail in a previous paper [4] and is only

summarized here.

Charged pions and kaons are identi�ed using dE/dx information from the jet chamber.

Electrons are identi�ed from energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter and dE/dx

information from the jet chamber. Muons are identi�ed by associating central detector tracks

with track segments in the muon chambers along with loose dE/dx requirements to reject kaons

and protons.

The D(�) mesons are selected by considering all track combinations consistent with the ap-

propriate particle identi�cation hypotheses. All D(�)`� combinations are considered as possible

B candidates. In selecting D�+ candidates we required the mass di�erence between the D�+

and D0 candidate to be in the range 0.1415-0.1485 GeV. To ensure statistical independence, D0

candidates were rejected if there existed a possible D�+ candidate with a mass di�erence less

than 0.16 GeV.

To reduce the combinatorial background several kinematic cuts are made [4]; the main

requirements being that the mass, MD`, and energy, ED`, of the candidates satisfy certain

minimum criteria. The symbols MD` and ED` represent the invariant mass and the combined

energy of the D(�)` system respectively and xD` is equal to ED`/Ebeam, where Ebeam is the beam

energy. We require the D(�) meson candidate to have energy greater than 5-9 GeV, depending
on the decay channel, and place loose requirements on the decay lengths of the B and D meson
candidates. To reject badly reconstructed vertices we require the lepton track and at least two

of the D decay tracks to have at least one associated microvertex hit. This ensures that vertex
reconstruction is dominated by tracks with microvertex detector information. The �2 for the
vertex �t is required to be greater than 1%.

The mass distributions for the �ve di�erent decay modes are shown in �gure 1. A signal is
clearly visible in each of the decay modes. Fitting the signal with a Gaussian and the back-

ground with a second order polynomial in each case gives a total of approximately 2300 signal
events. The K��+ mass distributions also show a satellite peak around 1:6 GeV which are
also �tted with a Gaussian. An enhancement is expected in this region from partially recon-
structed decays, particularly D0 ! K��+; �+ ! �+�0, in which the �0 is not reconstructed.
These decays are not used for this analysis as the D(�) meson is not fully reconstructed. For

the fragmentation �ts we use the events within the mass region 1.805-1.925 GeV. To assess the
background in the selected samples we used sidebands from the mass regions 1.735-1.795 GeV
and 1.935-1.995 GeV.

In addition to the expected B ! D
(�)
`�X decays there are two other sources of D(�)`�

combinations which may contribute to the observed signals. These are from the decays B !

D(�)
s D

(�)
where the D(�)

s decay includes a lepton, and B! D�X where the � decays to either an

electron or muon. These have been studied previously [4] and are estimated to make up 2-5%

of our samples.

3 Monte Carlo Simulation

To model the B! D
(�)
`+X decays we used a full Monte Carlo simulation of the OPAL detec-

tor [11]. The JETSET Monte Carlo program [12] was used to generate samples of semileptonic

B decay events in each of the D
(�)
`+ channels. The Peterson parameterization [5] was used for

the b quark fragmentation, with the fragmentation parameter �b = 0:0057 (corresponding to

hxEi = 0:691) and we used the JETSET parameter �LUND = 0:31 GeV [13]. The exclusive
branching ratios used for these simulated events are described in detail in reference [14].
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A signi�cant fraction, f��sl , of semileptonic B decays are known to involve resonant D(�)�

production [4, 15]. The states involved, generically referred to as D��, are assumed to be

saturated by the four P-wave mesons. Based on CLEO data [16] these decays were assumed to

form 0:36 � 0:12 of semileptonic B decays. Assuming the D�� decays are dominated by decays

to D(�)� �nal states, isospin invariance was used to determine the fraction of decays yielding

charged and neutral mesons. The fraction of D�� decays to D�� �nal states, pv, was taken to

be 0:54 � 0:30 [14]. Semileptonic B decays may also result in non-resonant D(�)� production.

These were not included in our standard simulations but have been studied using additional

exclusive samples.

Similarly a signi�cant fraction, f��b , of b quarks are known to fragment to excited B��

mesons [17]. In analogy with the B decays to P-wave charmed mesons we assumed these were

saturated by the P-wave mesons and that f��b = 0:36 � 0:12. We also assumed the production

rate of the two narrow P-wave B meson states are equal and twice the production rate of the

two wide states [18]. For the studies without P-wave B mesons, where f��b = 0:0 all the other

Monte Carlo parameters were unchanged. The rate of direct B� production was set such that

N(B�)/N(B) � 0:75 [19]. Due to the small mass di�erence between the B and B� mesons,

varying this parameter through its uncertainty causes a negligible e�ect on our results and is

not considered as a systematic error.
As we use the Monte Carlo simulated data to obtain the reconstruction e�ciencies for each

decay channel, we need to be con�dent that they simulate the data well. We compared the

simulated distributions of ED` andMD`, on which the tightest selection cuts were made, with the
same distributions from the data. It can be seen from �gure 2 that the simulated distributions
are in good agreement with the data.

4 Fragmentation Models

Experimentally we observe the B meson xE distribution, where xE is the energy of the weakly

decaying B meson divided by the beam energy but, at present, there is no simple parame-
terization for this distribution. Instead all the commonly used theoretical parameterizations
for heavy quark fragmentation use the non-observable variable z, where z is the fraction of
the parton energy retained by the B hadron when the b quark undergoes hadronisation. We
have studied these models in the context of the JETSET simulation and use the de�nition,
z = (E + pk)hadron=(E + pk)available [12], where most of the `available' energy and momentum

is from the b quark and pk is the momentum in the direction of the quark momentum vector.

Once the models have been compared with the data, these z distributions can then be used to
predict the xE distribution using a Monte Carlo simulation of the z to xE mapping. It should
be noted that this mapping has some sensitivity to the other parameters used when producing

the Monte Carlo simulation, e.g. �LUND. In this letter we study the following theoretical

fragmentation functions:
Peterson et al. [5]

f(z) / z�1
 
1�

1

z
�

�b

(1� z)

!�2

where �b is expected to vary as the inverse square of the e�ective quark mass, M�2
quark;

Collins and Spiller [6]

f(z) /

 
(1 � z)

z
+
(2� z) ~�b

(1 � z)

!
(1 + z2)

 
1 �

1

z
�

~�b

(1 � z)

!�2
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where ~�b is also expected to vary as M�2
quark;

Kartvelishvili et al. [7]

f(z) / z�b(1 � z)

and Lund [8]

f(z) /
1

z
(1 � z)aexp

 
�
bM2

T

z

!

where bM2
T is considered as a free parameter and a is a universal parameter which has been

tuned to 0.18 by OPAL [13]. The general symbol " is used in this paper to describe the free

parameters in the models (�b, ~�b, �b or bM
2
T respectively).

5 Fit Method

To �t the z distributions predicted by our models to the data, we �rst have to consider the

measurable kinematics of the decays and how they are related to z. There is an approximately

linear relationship between hxEi for a B hadron and hzi. We therefore expect a strong correla-
tion between the scaled energy of the reconstructed decay products of the B hadron, xDl, and
z. Unfortunately using only the energy of the decay products to determine the z distribution
would be very dependent on the Monte Carlo modelling of the decay kinematics due to the
missing neutrino. Consequently we also consider the invariant mass of the reconstructed decay

products, MDl, which is correlated with the neutrino energy. This results in a �tting technique
less dependent on the Monte Carlo model.

Using the Monte Carlo data samples described in section 3, we produced a matrix which,
for an event within a given bin of z, gave the probability, P(MDl; xDljz), of that event being in
a certain bin of MDl and xDl. In this paper we used 2 MDl bins, 5 xDl bins and 8 z bins. This
matrix, produced using large samples of Monte Carlo events without detector simulation, was

scaled by the reconstruction e�ciency for each (MDl,xDl) bin, calculated using independent
samples of Monte Carlo data with a full detector simulation. The matrix was then normalized
to sum to one over each z bin.

Before �tting we divided the data into MDl and xDl bins to produce an array, D(MDl; xDl).
We then split the data from the sideband regions into an array, B(MDl; xDl), with the same

binning as the data array. The expected background in each (MDl; xDl) bin due to B! D�X

and B! D(�)
s D

(�)
decays was also added to the array B(MDl; xDl), which was then normalized

to sum to one. We then �tted to the free parameter, ", in our chosen fragmentation function
by maximizing with respect to " the log likelihood:

L =
X

channels

X
M;x

D(MDl; xDl)� lnfPsig �
X
z

f(z; ")�P(MDl; xDljz)

+(1 � Psig)� B(MDl; xDl)g

where f(z; ") was the integral of our chosen fragmentation function over the z-bin (normalized

to sum to one over all the z-bins) and Psig was the fraction of events in our D mass window

that are signal.

There is a small model dependence in the �t due to the fragmentation model used to produce
the Monte Carlo samples from which we obtained P(MDl; xDljz). To reduce this dependence,
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for each model, we used the predicted z distribution from the �t to produce a new probability

matrix and repeated the �t to the data. In principle repeating this procedure many times would

remove any Monte Carlo fragmentation model dependence from the �t. As the fragmentation

model used to produce our Monte Carlo samples was already a reasonable description of the

data, we found the results converged after one iteration.

The �t was tested on many Monte Carlo samples of data produced using Peterson fragmen-

tation with various values of �b. In all cases the �t result was consistent with the value of �b
used to create the sample. In order to check that the statistical errors produced by the �t were

reasonable, we produced many samples of simulated data with the same value of �b and �tted

them all individually. The width of the distribution of results from these �ts was consistent

with the typical statistical error.

For the model independent �t to the B meson xE distribution we performed a similar �t to

that described above, but instead of using z in the probability matrix we split the xE distribution

into bins to produce a matrix P(MDl; xDljxE). We then maximized the log likelihood above

replacing f(z; ") by a free parameter for all but one of the xE bins and the summation over z

bins was changed to be over xE bins. The last xE bin was used to normalize the �t, whereby

xlast = 1 � �xi, and was therefore not a free parameter. Due to the high degree of bin to bin

correlation in this �t, with the present statistics, we only �t to four xE bins.

6 Results

We performed two sets of �ts to the data using the fragmentation models. Firstly using Monte
Carlo samples without P-wave B mesons (f��b =0.0) and secondly using Monte Carlo samples
including P-wave B mesons (f��b = 0:36). The results of the �ts to the four fragmentation

models are shown in table 1, from which one can see how the inclusion of these higher spin
states a�ects our results. The z distributions predicted by the results of the �ts including the
P-wave B mesons are shown in �gure 3a. To obtain the relevant xE distribution we reweighted
the z distribution from a Monte Carlo sample to the �tted fragmentation function. Figure 3b
illustrates the xE distributions obtained from the �t results compared with OPAL data. For
this comparison, the data were corrected using a matrix Q(MDl; xDljxE) which represents the

probabilities that an event observed in a given (MDl; xDl) bin originated from each xE bin.
This matrix was constructed in the same way as P(MDl; xDljxE), but normalized so that the
sum over xE for each (MDl; xDl) bin was unity. The Peterson fragmentation model was used to

obtain the central values, while the other �tted models were used in estimating the systematic
errors. The predicted xE distributions for all four models are in satisfactory agreement with

the data.
It can be seen from the results in table 1 that including P-wave mesons in our simulation

does a�ect the �t to the theoretical z distribution, and results in the prediction of a fragmen-
tation function with a higher hzi. This is expected as the parameter, z, describes the energy

distribution of the B hadron produced when the b quark hadronises, the `�rst rank' hadron.

Inclusion of the P-wave mesons in the simulations allow extra, more energetic, species for such

hadrons. As a result the �rst rank hadrons in the simulations must be more energetic to

produce the same decay product energy distributions. Using our Monte Carlo simulations we
determined the shift between the mean scaled energy for the �rst rank hadrons, hx0Ei, and for
the weakly decaying mesons, hxEi. For f��b = 0:0(0:36) we found �hxEi = 0:005(0:027). As

expected the �tted mean scaled energy for the weakly decaying B mesons, hxEi, is insensitive

to the inclusion of the P-wave mesons.
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without B�� with B�� Systematic

Model Fit Result (") hxEi Fit Result (") hxEi Error

Peterson (4:7+1:0�0:8)�10
�3 0:694+0:006�0:005 (2:4+0:6�0:5)�10

�3 0:695+0:006�0:006
+0:003
�0:004

C. and S. (2:5+1:0�0:7)�10
�3 0:683+0:006�0:005 (6:4+3:9�2:7)�10

�4 0:684+0:006�0:006
+0:003
�0:003

Kart. (10:0+0:9�0:8) 0:697+0:006�0:007 (13:5+1:5�1:3) 0:699+0:007�0:006
+0:003
�0:003

Lund (5:3+0:6�0:5) 0:702+0:006�0:006 (7:5+1:0�0:8) 0:703+0:006�0:006
+0:003
�0:003

Table 1: Fit results and derived result for hxEi for the four di�erent fragmentation functions

with and without P-wave B mesons in the Monte Carlo simulation. The errors shown with the

results are the statistical errors from the maximum likelihood �t. The systematic errors shown

in the �nal column are described below in section 7 and are approximately equal for the �ts

with and without the P-wave B mesons.

without B�� with B��

Model �2 Probability �2 Probability

Peterson 24.91 35.5% 23.59 42.7%
Collins and Spiller 24.67 36.8% 23.45 43.5%

Kartvelishvili 28.42 20.0% 26.10 29.6%

Lund 24.86 35.8% 23.83 41.3%

Table 2: A comparison of the �2 and derived �t probability calculated from the predicted
xDl distributions for the four fragmentation models. For each model the number of degrees of
freedom used to calculate the probability was 23.

As another check of our �t and as a method of comparing the di�erent fragmentation models,
the results given in table 1 were used with the �t probability densities to predict the data xDl

distributions for D+, D0 and D�+ events in each mass bin, where the probability density for
each xDl bin was : X

z�bins

f(z; ")�P(MDl; xDljz):

The calculated �2 and corresponding probabilities for the agreement of each model with the
normalized data xDl distributions are listed in table 2. For all four models the xDl distributions

predicted by our results were in satisfactory agreement with the data. Figure 4 shows the

predicted distributions from the Collins and Spiller �t including the P-wave B mesons compared
with the background subtracted data distributions.

The model independent �t to the xE distribution is shown in �gure 5a where the errors
shown are statistical only. The distribution is compared with the predicted xE distributions

for the four models. The predicted distributions for all four models are reasonably consistent
with the result of this free �t. Due to the large bin to bin correlations in this �t, the statistical

errors are quite large. From this distribution and a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the

fraction of data below xE = 0:2 we derive hxEi = 0:72� 0:05 where the error is statistical only.
The results of this �t and the correlation matrix are shown in table 3.
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Correlation Matrix

Bin xE Range Fit Result Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4

1 0.2 - 0.5 0:099 � 0:015 1.00 -0.60 0.28 -0.21
2 0.5 - 0.7 0:170 � 0:041 1.00 -0.79 0.38

3 0.7 - 0.85 0:442 � 0:071 1.00 -0.84
4 0.85 - 1.0 0:289 � 0:039 1.00

Table 3: Results of model independent �t to four xE bins and the bin to bin correlations. The

errors for the �t results presented are statistical only.

In �gure 5b we compare the model independent �t to a theoretical prediction for the B0=B+

energy spectra. This prediction is described in full elsewhere [1] and only a summary is presented

here. In this theory the perturbative contribution to the fragmentation function [20] is convolved

with a parameterization for non-perturbative e�ects of the following form:

fnp(xE) = A(1� xE)
�x

�
E

where A is a normalization factor. The values of � and � for c quark fragmentation were
obtained [1] by �tting to the D0 fragmentation function measured by ARGUS [21]. Assuming
that the perturbative matching scale, �0 = Mb = 4:5 GeV, �QCD = 300(200) MeV for �ve
quark avours and that non-perturbative e�ects scale linearly in the mass of the heavy quark
the values �B = 1:46(0:595) and �B = 37:76(18:67) were obtained [1]. The other fragmentation

models used in this analysis are constrained by OPAL data whereas this theory has many free
parameters and systematic uncertainties. Nevertheless the predicted distribution shown is in
good agreement2 with our data where �2 = 1:62 for �QCD = 300 MeV and �2 = 6:17 for
�QCD = 200 MeV with 3 degrees of freedom.

7 Systematic Uncertainties

There are several sources of systematic uncertainty which a�ect our results, most of which are
due to uncertainties in the Monte Carlo modelling of the decay channels. These are summarized
in table 4 and were evaluated as follows:

� Although f��b has been measured [17] there are still large uncertainties in the fraction
of wide P-wave states. As a result we use a uncertainty of �0:12 which is larger than
the measured errors. This error was evaluated by producing new samples of generator

level Monte Carlo with f��b scaled accordingly and repeating the �t. As can be seen from

the di�erence in the results shown in table 1 varying f��b has a large e�ect on the free
parameters of the models, ", but the �tted value of hxEi is much less sensitive.

� We varied f��sl by �0:12 as measured by CLEO [16]. By splitting the Monte Carlo sam-

ples into the components from D��, D� and direct decays and recombining them scaled
according to the variation in f��sl to produce a new probability matrix, P(MDl; xDljz), we

re�t the data and obtained the systematic uncertainty.

� The uncertainty due to pv was evaluated in the same way as for f��sl whereby pv was varied
by �0:30 as assumed previously [14].

2In the comparison with the model independent �t, extra complications to the theory such as the P-wave B
mesons are ignored.
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Systematic Peterson C. and S. Kart. Lund

�hxEi �10
3

f��b � 0:12 +0.1 +0.3 +0.2 +0.3
�0.5 �0.7 �0.5 �0.4

f��sl � 0:12 +1.5 +1.8 +2.3 +1.8

�2.8 �2.4 �2.5 �2.4

pv � 0:3 +2.0 +1.5 +1.5 +1.7
�1.9 �1.5 �1.5 �1.4

Non-resonant +1.3 +1.2 +1.5 +1.5

decays (10%)

B! D�X and B! D(�)
s D

(�)
+0.5 +0.5 +0.6 +0.6

background �0.8 �0.7 �0.7 �0.7

Combinatorial +0.5 +0.5 +0.5 +0.4

background �0.6 �0.7 �0.5 �0.5

Total +2.9 +2.7 +3.2 +3.0

�3.6 �3.1 �3.1 �3.0

Table 4: E�ect on hxEi of the systematic errors for the four di�erent fragmentation �ts.

� Experimentalmeasurements indicate that a large fraction of the D�� component of semilep-
tonic B decays consist of the P-wave states [4]; but a contribution of non-resonant decays
of the type B ! D(�)`�� is not excluded at the 10% level. Therefore to account for
the possibility of such decays we produced Monte Carlo data samples in which 10% of

the semileptonic B decays were of this type. Fitting to the data using these samples to
produce the probability matrix we estimated the uncertainty due to such decays.

� The systematic uncertainty due to background from B! D�X and B! D(�)
s D

(�)
decays

was assessed by varying the measured branching ratios3 by their uncertainty.

� The uncertainty in theMD` and ED` distributions from the sideband regions was evaluated

by moving the sideband regions by 30 MeV in both directions and the e�ect on the �t
result was used as the systematic error.

For all four models, both the statistical and systematic errors are fully correlated. Therefore

to combine them we took the mean of the four results and errors for the �ts including the P-

wave B mesons shown in table 1. In combining these results an extra systematic error due to
the model dependence was included. This was calculated as the r.m.s. of the deviation from
the mean of the individual results. This gives a �nal result for hxEi :

hxEi = 0:695 � 0:006 � 0:003 � 0:007

where the errors are statistical, systematic and model dependence respectively.

8 Conclusions

Using a sample of approximately 2300 semileptonic B0=B+ meson decays to charm mesons we

have �tted the data to four theoretical models for the b quark fragmentation variable z. Using

3We used the branching ratios B(b! D�X) = (4:1� 1:0)% and B(B! D
(�)
s D

(�)
) = (5:0� 0:9)% [22].
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these results, we obtained the mean B0=B+ meson energy fraction :

hxEi = 0:695 � 0:006 � 0:003 � 0:007;

where the errors are statistical, systematic and model dependence respectively. With the statis-

tics available, none of the models can be excluded and the quality of the �t is unchanged by

including the P-wave B mesons in the data simulation.

This result is in good agreement with previous measurements [2, 3, 23] with a small im-

provement in precision. It is also consistent with a less precise result using a similar method

and event sample [24]. We emphasize that in this paper hxEi refers to the weakly decaying

hadron rather than the �rst-rank hadron. Using �hxEi as predicted by the JETSET model we

can translate this result to the corresponding mean energy fraction for the �rst rank hadrons,

hx0Ei. For f
��
b = 0:0 and 0.36 we obtain hx0Ei = 0:700 and hx0Ei = 0:722 respectively.

We have also made the �rst model independent �t to the shape of the xE distribution for

weakly decaying B mesons. This �t is consistent with the predicted distributions from the four

fragmentation models studied and with the present statistics none of them can be eliminated.

In addition, the �t is in good agreement with a theoretical prediction for the B meson energy

spectrum.
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Figure 1: D mass distributions for a) D0 ! K��+ events, b) D0 ! K��+�+�� events, c) D+ !

K��+�+ events, d) D�+ ! D0�+, D0 ! K��+ events and e) D�+ ! D0�+, D0 ! K��+�+��

events. The �ts shown are the sum of Gaussians and second order polynomials and the lines

above the peaks mark the signal and sideband regions.
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Figure 2: Monte Carlo and data comparison of MD` for a) b ! D0`X events, b) b ! D+`X

events and c) b! D�+`X events and ED` for d) b! D0`X events, e) b! D+`X events and f)

b ! D�+`X events. The histograms are the generator level Monte Carlo distributions and the
points are e�ciency corrected data after background subtraction. The dotted line on each plot

indicates the experimental lower limit due to the selection criteria applied. These distributions

are not �tted, only normalized such that the integration over the experimental ranges are equal.
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Figure 3: a) Normalized �t results for the four fragmentation functions with the free parameters
set to the values given in table 1 (results for �ts with P-wave B mesons). b) Distribution to

illustrate the �t results in terms of xE. The points are the OPAL data unfolded using the

Peterson fragmentation model and the histograms are the predicted xE distributions from our
four model dependent �t results. The smaller errors on the points are the statistical errors and

the larger are the sum of the statistical errors and the systematic errors (including an error due
to the model dependence).
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Figure 4: Comparison of data xD` distributions with predicted distributions for each MD` bin

from the Collins and Spiller �t result for a) and b) b ! D0`X events, c) and d) b ! D+`X
events and e) and f) b ! D�+`X events. Histograms a), c) and e) are for the lower MD` bin
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the predicted distributions and the points are the background subtracted data distributions.
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